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Careless adoption of electrochemical methods/concepts
without evaluating their applicability can lead to
misleading and contradictory results. This problem is

particularly apparent in recent electrocatalytic benchmarking
studies such as water electrolysis and carbon dioxide reduction.
As electrochemists and journal editors have repeatedly
criticized, performance indicators can be exaggerated or
manipulated due to overlooked preconditions, inappropriate
data treatments, and misunderstood concepts.1,2 In this
Viewpoint (Scheme 1), we highlight the use of iR compensation,

a technique widely used in electrochemical data treatment but
rarely discussed for its applicability. Brief considerations of its
technical background and practical limitations in electrocatalysis
research are presented, followed by operational recommenda-
tions.
Technical Background. iR compensation is developed to

correct for the voltage loss (i.e., iR drop) caused by the
electrolyte solution between the working electrode and the
reference electrode, where R stands for the resistance of the
electrolyte solution.3,4 Assuming a simplified three-electrode
configuration (Figure 1) with a voltage (Δϕ1,3) applied between
the working electrode (point 1 with the potential of ϕ1) and the
reference electrode (point 3 with the potential of ϕ3), the
potential drop between 1 and 3 can be resolved into Δϕ1,2
(between 1 and 2) and Δϕ2,3 (between 2 and 3). Δϕ1,2
represents the potential drop across the electrical double layer
(EDL, ΔϕEDL), and Δϕ2,3 is the potential drop across the bulk

electrolyte (Δϕsolution). Operationally, the working electrode’s
potential is controlled by adjusting the charge on the EDL.
According to Ohm’s law, Δϕsolution = iRsolution (i, current flowing
through the electrolyte; Rsolution, ohmic electrolyte solution
resistance between 2 and 3, related to the volume of solution
containing current paths between the working electrode and
reference electrode). The EDL potential (ΔϕEDL = Δϕ1,3 −
iRsolution) can be calculated, namely, iR compensation.4 Tradi-
tionally, the R needed to be compensated is called Ru
(uncompensated resistance). In this simplified case, Ru =
Rsolution.
Current Practice. In the literature, iR compensation is

conducted by two methods. The most popular one is after-the-
scan compensation: the experimental data points are manually
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Scheme 1. Questions Asked and Answered in This Viewpoint
Regarding iR Compensation

Figure 1. Schematic representation of potential drop across a
simplified three-electrode system and the corresponding equivalent
circuit diagram: (1) surface of the working electrode; (2) outer
boundary of the diffuse layer; (3) junction of the reference
electrode. The term “simplified” indicates that all electrodes’
geometric/structural/configuration differences are ignored, and all
surfaces are equipotential. The dimensions are not to scale.
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corrected with a predetermined resistance. The resistance is
obtained by fitting the high-frequency region (HFR) of the
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data with an
equivalent circuit (often the Randles circuit), denoted as RHFR.
Another method is on-the-fly correction: the points are
automatically corrected by instruments with built-in iR
compensation, including “positive feedback (PF)” and “current
interruption (CI)” modes.4,5 After-the-scan compensation
assumes a constant RHFR can be used as Ru, while on-the-fly
correction frequently interrupts the experiments to measure Ru
(an initial input is still required).
A factor is often applied to the measured Ru, where 100%

means full compensation. Partial compensation (often between
85% and 95%) is typically configured to avoid potentiostat
oscillations (in on-the-fly correction) and “overcorrected”
results (e.g., “bend back” polarization curves in after-the-scan
correction6). However, the choice of the percentage is highly
empirical and lacks theoretical support. For example, Jaramillo
et al. used 85% for oxygen evolution reaction (OER) studies,7

while Cao et al. engaged 90% for overall water electrolysis.8

Some researchers have suggested a standard factor. For instance,
Ren et al. suggested an 85% iR compensation for all water
electrolysis studies,9 whileMarshall et al.10 and Anantharaj et al.6

recommended a 100% compensation for CO2 reduction studies
and water electrolysis studies.
Performing iR compensation with different factors dramati-

cally affects the benchmarking indicators. As shown in Figure 2,

at 100 mA cm−2, 100% iR compensation reduces the
overpotential of lab-developed HER and OER catalysts by
60−70mV. It becomes evenmore dramatic at higher currents (1
A cm−2), reaching 500−600 mV, enough to change the rating of
the catalyst from “mediocre” to “promising”. iR compensation
also alters the Tafel slope. Chen et al. demonstrated that the
Tafel slope of polycrystalline Pt in 0.05MH2SO4 decreases from

31 to 23 mV dec−1 when the factor rises from 90% to 95%.11

These differences can affect the outcome of microkinetic
modeling and mechanistic studies of electrocatalysis.
However, since such empirical practice shows significant

impacts, is it reasonable to use iR compensation in all
electrocatalytic studies, and how can it be done accurately? In

the following content, after a few considerations of the technical
assumption made in iR compensation about both resistance and
current, together with the practical issues in electrocatalysis, we
suggest a standard protocol for performing iR compensation.
Resistance: The Measured RHFR is Not Always the R

That Needs to Be Compensated. To start with iR
compensation, it is critical to know the physical meaning of R
that should be compensated. Depending on the region of
interest, the definition of Ru is different, even for the same
electrocatalytic system, where the measured RHFR cannot be
used in all cases. In Figure 1, the assumption of using RHFR as the
Ru is that the potential drop between the working and reference
electrodes includes only ΔϕEDL and Δϕsolution, meaning the
resistance to be compensated is Rsolution only. This can be true for

well-defined homogeneous planar electrodes, such as Pt plates,
where the electrodes act as the catalytic surface. But the meaning
of Ru can be different for modified electrodes composited of
multiple layers.
Modified electrodes have at least two composites: a catalyst

layer and a conductive substrate that is catalytically inactive (or
current collector, e.g., glassy carbon, graphite paper, etc.). They
can be prepared by either in situ growth (e.g., hydrothermal
reaction, chemical/physical deposition) or drop-cast. In the
following discussion, we use a simplified layer-by-layer
configuration of a dense catalyst film-modified electrode as an
example (Figure 3A). Operationally for modified electrodes, the
substrate, not the catalyst, is connected through wires to the
potentiostat. Compared to Figure 1, two major resistors are
added, namely, the contact resistance at the substrate/catalyst
interface (Rcontact) and the material resistance of the catalyst
(Rcatalyst). Minor contact resistors, such as the cable and
connection junctions, are ignored for clarity. As a result, the
potential drop between the working electrode (point 1) and the
reference electrode (point 5) (Δϕ1,5) is distributed not only in
the EDL (Δϕ3,4 or ΔϕEDL) and electrolyte solution (Δϕ4,5 or
Δϕsolution) but also at the substrate/catalyst interface (Δϕcontact)
and in the catalyst (Δϕcatalyst): Δϕ1,5 = Δϕcontact + Δϕcatalyst +
ΔϕEDL + Δϕsolution = ΔϕEDL + i(Rcontact + Rcatalyst + Rsolution).
When researchers measure the Ru via EIS, the value obtained
(RHFR) is a sum of subresistances (Ru = RHFR = Rcontact + Rcatalyst +
Rsolution), as observed bymany research groups.12,13 Therefore, in

iR compensation is developed to
correct for the voltage loss (i.e., iR drop)
caused by the electrolyte solution
between the working electrode and
the reference electrode, where R stands
for the resistance of the electrolyte
solution.

Figure 2. Examples showing the experimental data without and with
after-the-scan iR compensation with different factors. (A) HER
polarization curves of lab-developed MoNi4 catalyst. (B) OER
polarization curves of lab-developed NiFe LDH catalyst. Red arrows
indicate the decrease of overpotential after iR compensation.
Adapted with permission from ref 9. Copyright Elsevier, 2020.

Is it reasonable to use iR compensation
in all electrocatalytic studies, and how
can it be done accurately?

The assumption of using RHFR as the Ru
is that the potential drop between the
working and reference electrodes in-
cludes only ΔϕEDL and Δϕsolution,
meaning the resistance to be compen-
sated is Rsolution only.
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cases where only Rsolution should be compensated, using RHFR will
result in overcompensation. This is probably one of the reasons
for the partial compensation because only part of the RHFR
should be compensated in some studies.
Before further analysis, we must clarify the term “activity” in

the literature. The intrinsic activity of a catalyst refers to the
activity of specific active sites on the surface (i.e., the interfacial
electron/ion transfer rate at the site), regardless of the material
or cell parameters, and is determined only by the structural
configurations of the sites.14 It is helpful for mechanism analysis
(e.g., modeling with theoretical calculations) but useless for
benchmarking catalysts for industry, where the sample activity of
catalysts is more meaningful. Sample activity means the overall
activity of the specific catalyst, related to the particle size,
junction type, etc., but not the coating process and cell
configuration. After the coating process, the modified electrode
is produced, and the electrode activity is related to both the
catalyst and the substrate. Finally, when the modified electrode
is used in an industrial device (e.g., fuel cell stacks15), the
industrial activity is decided by both the electrode activity and
the cell configuration.
Depending on the region of interest, as summarized in Figure

3B, the concept of Ru is different. When studying intrinsic activity
for fundamental understanding, it is desirable to eliminate the
interference from the contact resistance (related to the way the
catalyst is coated on the substrate, substrate properties, etc.), the
material resistance (associated with the thickness of the catalyst
layer, particle size, binder concentrations, etc.), and the
electrolyte solution resistance (related to the cell parameters,
the electrolyte type, concentration, interelectrode distance,

etc.),16 as suggested by Boettcher et al. in their work on metal
(oxy)hydroxides.17 In this case, the iR compensation with RHFR
(i.e., Rcontact + Rcatalyst + Rsolution) is adequate. However, only
Rcontact + Rsolution should be used as Ru when studying sample
activity. The reason for this is that Rcatalyst is characteristic of the
catalyst.18 For electrode activity, only Rsolution needs to be
compensated, because Rcontact needs to be addressed by the
electrode design other than being “compensated”.19 An
excellent example is shown in the analysis of IrOx conductivity
on a porous substrate for water electrolysis by Gasteiger et al.20

For industrial activity evaluation, no iR compensation should be
performed. Because the cell configuration is part of the analysis,
which allows the assessment of energy efficiency.15

In current practice, most researchers use RHFR measured with
modified electrodes (denoted as RHFR,M) by either pre-
experimental EIS or on-the-fly approaches as the Ru for iR
compensation. It makes the studies of sample activity and
electrode activity most problematic. Performing iR compensation
with detected RHFR,M, other than Rsolution, will mask possible
conductivity issues of the electrode and suggest some “highly
active” electrocatalysts with poor conductivity,21 which is
unsuitable for industrial use. An example is FeOxHy, which
exhibits highly active Fe sites but limited sample activity due to
the large Rcatalyst.

22 With this in mind, we suggest using RHFR,M for
intrinsic activity study only and using RHFR measured with the
bare substrate (denoted as RHFR,S, ≈Rsolution) as the Ru for
electrode activity and sample activity (only if a small Rcontact is
proven/achieved) evaluation. An excellent example of using
RHFR,S (measured on FTO), other than RHFR,M, was demon-
strated by Nocera and co-workers, where the catalytic activity of
the sample (electrochemically deposited NiB) was evaluated.23

Rcontact and Rcatalyst can be measured in many ways, and two
preferred methods are Kelvin four-terminal sensing and
measurement via an interdigitated array electrode.22,24 For
modified electrodes prepared via in situ growth, the Rcontact is
typically within a few mΩ cm−2. But those prepared by drop-
casting catalyst ink on the substrate typically show higher Rcontact,
which can be reduced by adding conductive binders, improving
the coating procedure, surface modification of the substance
(e.g., removing the surface oxidation layer before coating,
introducing a conductive layer), etc.25,26 Also, the Rcontact is
proportional to the contact area between the substrate and the
sample, and a small substrate can reduce the Rcontact.
The above discussion is based on a dense catalyst layer.

Sometimes, if the catalyst layer film is porous or electrolyte-
permeated (which is very common in the literature), one may
expect identical RHFR detected using both substrate and the
modified electrode (i.e., RHFR,S ≈ RHFR,M).

27 This is because the
substrate is in direct contact with the electrolyte (see the
Supporting Information for analysis). The same suggestion
about sample and electrode activity studies still applies. However,
one may find it challenging to analyze the intrinsic activity
because Rcatalyst is not reflected in the detected RHFR,M. In such
cases, the resistance components need to be analyzed
individually. An example involving the analysis of spherical
particles on the substrate is provided by Mallouka and co-
workers.28

Resistance: Ru May Depend on the Reaction Con-
ditions (Potential and Time), so a Predetermined Value
May Not Be Accurate. For after-the-scan compensation, the
Ru is assumed to be constant, and the value is often measured at
open-circuit potential (OCP) where no current flows and no
catalytic reaction occurs. Such an assumption may not be

Figure 3. (A) Schematic representation of potential drop across a
simplified three-electrode systemwith amodified working electrode
and the corresponding equivalent circuit diagram: (1) surface of the
substrate; (2) surface of the catalyst contacting the substrate; (3)
surface of the catalyst contacting the electrolyte solution; (4) outer
boundary of the diffuse layer; (5) junction of the reference
electrode. (B) Schematic representation of a modified electrode
and the region of interest (dotted box) with different definitions of
activity. White arrows represent the charge transfer path. The
dimensions are not to scale.
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accurate for modified electrodes under different reaction
conditions, where Rcontact, Rcatalyst, and Rsolution can be dynamic.

For modified electrodes, space charge layers can form when
electrical contact is made between the catalyst particles, catalyst/
catalyst support (e.g., conductive carbon), and particle/
substrate.29 Such layers can quickly form in poorly conducting
catalysts, especially with large particle sizes, or when the
conductive support forms passivating oxide layers (e.g., TiO2 on
Ti). Under applied potential, these space charge layers exhibit
potential-dependent resistance, affecting both Rcatalyst and
Rcontact.

30 In addition, catalysts typically undergo structural and
morphological changes during electrocatalysis, including ma-
terial transformation (phase change, redox reaction, etc.),
particle migration and agglomeration, active site dissolution,
and catalyst detachment (Figure 4A).31 These changes result in
dynamicRcatalyst andRcontact over time. For example, wemeasured
the RHFR,M of an anodically treated Co planar electrode (i.e.,
Co(OH)2-coated Co electrode) at different potentials during
OER (Figure 4B). The resistance value is potential-dependent,
and those at reaction potentials are lower than that at OCP
(except the one before OER, time = 0 s). Moreover, as the OER

continues, the Ru increases, indicating possible structural
changes. Rsolution can also change during reactions, especially
for gas evolution reactions like water electrolysis. As pointed out
by Ren et al. and Luo et al., the produced gas bubbles will block
the surface of the catalyst and alter the ionic conduction path in
the electrolyte solution.9,32 We also found that, at 1.0 V where
bubbles are generated rapidly on the electrode, the Ru is higher
than at other potentials (Figure 4B).
Therefore, when performing after-the-scan compensation,

measuring the RHFR at the potential/current/time of interest
rather than at the often-used OCP is recommended. For
electrocatalysis studies, one common choice is to do the iR
measurement while the electrode is quasi-stable (at or below the
exchange current density) after conditioning at the reaction
condition for some time. This allows the activation/
reconstruction to finish before measuring RHFR. For cases
where the RHFR depends significantly on the conditions (e.g., the
formation of gas bubbles alters the RHFR significantly), on-the-fly
compensation (use PF mode, because CI mode still measures
RHFR at OCP) is more accurate, as demonstrated in Figure 4C
where after-the-scan method results in overcorrection.
Resistance: Ru is Uneven for Individual Sites. An overall

assumption made during iR compensation is that Ru values are
the same at all individual active sites on the surface, regardless of
the geometric/structural features of the working electrodes. This
may be true for homogeneous ultramicroelectrodes, but not for
modified electrodes with complicated nanoarchitecture.

In Figure 3, we assumed a modified electrode where the
catalyst is evenly coated on the substrate. However, most
modified electrodes are different from this, often having porous
structures and rough surfaces. For such electrodes, it is well-
known that the potential distribution on the surface is not
homogeneous. The local electric field and Rcatalyst at the
individual active sites depend on the morphology and structure,
as many scanning electrochemical microscopy studies demon-
strated.33,34 It becomes more complicated when there are
multiple compounds and structural features in the catalyst.
Figure 4D shows three representative examples: the nano-
particle-coated electrode, the multilayer composite-coated
electrode, and the catalyst@support-coated electrode. The
charge transfer paths to different catalytic sites are different,
which implies a different Rcatalyst (and possibly a different Rcontact,
too). In this regard, for a more accurate analysis of the intrinsic
activity of specific sites, it may be necessary to measure the Ru
locally instead of using an overall value.
Of course, obtaining the localized Ru for individual sites is

challenging and requires in situ probe technology. Regarding this
consideration, we suggest that, if the Rcatalyst (which can be
determined by Kelvin four-terminal sensing) is not over-
whelmingly higher than the Rcontact + Rsolution, the measured
RHFR (Rcatalyst + Rcontact + Rsolution) can still be used to evaluate the
intrinsic activity. As to sample activity and electrode activity, no

For after-the-scan compensation, the Ru
is assumed to be constant, and the
value is often measured at open-circuit
potential where no current flows and
no catalytic reaction occurs.

Figure 4. (A) Schematic representation of material transformation
and gas evolution during electrocatalysis. (B) Measured RHFR,M of
anodically treated Co planar electrode at different potentials during
OER. (C) LSV curves of anodically treated Co planar electrode for
OER, comparing on-the-fly and after-the-scan (PF) correction
methods (Ru = 10.5 ohm is used/input). Experimental details are
provided in the Supporting Information. (D) Illustration of charge
transfer paths (red arrows) at modified electrodes with complicated
nanoarchitecture.

An overall assumption made during iR
compensation is that Ru values are the
same at all individual active sites on the
surface, regardless of the geometric/
structural features of the working
electrodes.
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special precautions need to be taken since Rcatalyst should not be
compensated for.
Current: Not All i Can Be Used for iR Compensation.

Principally, the current used for iR compensation should be the
current flowing between points 1 and 5 (Figure 3A). For
stationary studies with fixed potential, the measured current can
be used directly for iR compensation. But if a dynamic potential
is involved (e.g., in linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) or
polarization analysis), the current is always contributed by
both Faradaic and non-Faradaic currents. Because the non-
Faradaic part is associated with the dynamic evolution of EDL,
which does not flow across the bulk electrolyte solution, it
cannot be used for iR compensation (i.e., only the Faradaic part
of the measured current should be used). This is most likely
another reason for using partial compensation because only a
portion of the i should be used for iR compensation.
For most polarization tests in the literature, LSV is used, and

the potential scan rate is between 1 and 10 mV s−1. In these
cases, the non-Faradaic current is inevitable, especially for
nanomaterial-coated electrodes with large electrochemical
surface areas (ECSAs). To minimize the impact, it is suggested
that the iR compensation should only be performed with data
collected at a low scan rate (5 mV s−1 or below). The larger the
ECSA is, the slower the scan rate should be. It should also be
noted that the iR compensation needs to be done with raw
current data, not the normalized current density.6

Furthermore, instead of LSV, we suggest researchers use
another electrochemical technique, staircase linear sweep
voltammetry (S-LSV), to do the polarization tests. In short,
the potential changes in large steps, and the non-Faradaic
current decreases rapidly within a few seconds when reaching a
new step. After the initial spike, the Faradaic current dominates
and can be used for more precise iR compensation.
Conclusion and Recommendations. Overall, iR com-

pensation is a powerful electrochemical technique to determine
and control potential. However, as discussed above, some
considerations about the current and resistance must be taken
into account when performing iR compensation in electro-
catalytic studies. This is due to the increased complexity of the
working electrode structure.Most of the catalysts reported today
are studied in the form of modified electrodes, in contrast to the
last century when homogeneous metal planar electrodes were
the focus. Consequently, some assumptions for iR compensation
must be revisited and clarified to suit general use, including the
resistance to be compensated and the current that should be
used.
Recently, a few experimental studies on performing iR

compensation have been conducted.6,9,10 Combining the
experimental evidence and our considerations, the following
“best practices” are suggested, as arranged in Figure 5 as a
workflow chart. It is hoped that these suggestions can increase
general awareness and benefit researchers in the field for more
accurate analysis.

1. RHFR measurement. Measure the RHFR value at the
reaction potential with low current (<0.1 mA cm−2, this
value is chosen because most reactions have exchange
current density lower than 0.1 mA cm−2), rather than the
often-used OCP. The steady-state condition should also
avoid vigorous gas bubble formation. A small substrate is
recommended to limit the total current and contact
resistance. If more than one modified electrode is studied,
measure RHFR for every electrode every time.

2. Experimental efforts. After setting up the experiment,
measure the RHFR values with the modified electrode
(RHFR,M) and the bare substrate (RHFR,S, ≈Rsolution),
respectively. Typically, RHFR,M > RHFR,S > 0. If RHFR,S ≫
0, use experimental methods to reduce RHFR,M and RHFR,S.
To reduce Rsolution, reduce the interelectrode distance
between the reference and working electrode [e.g., via
Luggin capillary, but not too close (>2d, where d is the
diameter of the tip of reference electrode,4,5 the
interelectrode distance should be the same when studying
a series of samples)] and increase the concentration of the
supporting electrolyte (e.g., KClO4 in HClO4, KCl in
HCl). If RHFR,M ≫ RHFR,S, improve the coating process to
reduce the Rcontact. For intrinsic activity analysis, use a thin
catalyst coating layer to reduce the Rcatalyst, as suggested by
Boettcher et al.17,27 If RHFR,M ≈ RHFR,S, the catalyst layer is
most likely porous, and one should be aware that Rcatalyst is
not reflected by RHFR,M.

3. Identifying the components of Ru and selecting
compensation methods. After-the-scan compensation
using RHFR,S is suggested for electrode activity and sample
activity studies (for sample activity: only if the Rcontact is
negligible in comparison to Rsolution; otherwise, use RHFR,S
+ Rcontact). The Rcontact can be measured by Kelvin four-
terminal sensing. For intrinsic activity analysis, if the
difference between RHFR,M values detected at the studied
potential range is negligible, the after-the-scan method
can also be used. Otherwise, on-the-fly compensation
using detected RHFR,M (i.e., Rcontact + Rcatalyst + Rsolution) is
preferred.

4. Polarization curve and Tafel plot correction. Only
perform iR compensation on polarization data collected at
a low scan rate (for LSV, 5 mV s−1 or below; the slower,
the better) or on S-LSV data (preferred). The Tafel plot is
suggested to be collected from iR-corrected potentiostatic
or galvanostatic responses (e.g., S-LSV), not converted

Figure 5. Suggested workflow chart for performing iR compensation
in electrocatalysis studies.
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from a dynamic LSV polarization curve (error appears
even at an extremely slow rate like 0.1 mA cm−2).35

5. Large current. iR compensation (especially after-the-scan
method) on data points with large current (not current
density! Ren et al.9 suggested a normalized value of >50
mA cm−2) should be avoided since it may involve gas
production on the electrode and thus a dynamic Ru. The
error introduced by inaccurate Ru will be enlarged at a
higher current density.

6. 100% iR compensation. Full compensation is recom-
mended, as suggested by Marshall et al.10 and Anantharaj
et al.6 The frequently used partial compensation is an
empirical attempt to correct the error caused by careless
adoption of overall RHFR and current. With a full
understanding of the Ru to be compensated and the
suitable current, there is no need to use an empirical
factor. However, one should be cautious about possible
potentiostat oscillations in the on-the-fly method, where
an smaller initial input may be needed. This is due to the
dynamic resistance during electrocatalysis, where the
detected Ru may be lower than the initial input, causing
instrumental damage.

7. Data presentation. Always present uncompensated data
alongside compensated data with the details of iR
compensation (e.g., after-the-scan or on-the-fly method,
Ru value, mode, factor, etc.).
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